
THERMOSTAT WARS by Katherine Andrews

INT. AMY & BEN'S BEDROOM - DAY

AMY (late 20s) looks in her closet, while BEN (early 30s)
digs through the laundry hamper.

AMY
Where's my pink sweater?

BEN
Wear your green one.

AMY
That's dirty too. 

BEN
You have lots of sweaters.

AMY
Not anymore!  You promised to do the
laundry!

BEN
So don't dress up.  Enjoy the perks
of being an I.T. wiz and working
from home.

Amy scowls as she continues to look through her bare closet,
grabs a scarf and wraps herself in it.

AMY
Hey, I think something's wrong with
the furnace.  I keep setting it to
23 but it only gets as high as 18.

BEN
23?  Why would you need it so high?

AMY
So my fingers don't turn blue while
I'm typing.

BEN
This old house? In the winter? It's
like throwing money out the window.  

Ben pulls a t-shirt out of the hamper and over his head. 

AMY
So I freeze and you save a few bucks.

Amy's eyes are on Ben's Nashville Pussy concert shirt. 
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AMY (CONT'D)
You're wearing that to work? My sister
sees that and you're outta there. 

The shirt is not only smeared with BBQ sauce, it has a woman
on it who's bent over, revealing more than just her fishnets.

BEN
It's fine.  With a sweater over it.

Ben pulls a sweater on and follows Amy down the stairs.

AMY
At least you have a sweater.

BEN
I told you that module wardrobe thing
was a bad idea.

AMY
Capsule.  Capsule wardrobe.

BEN
Plus I'll be stuck at my desk all
day on a national conference call. 
No one will see it.

AMY
I can't work when it's this cold. 
I'm calling the appliance guy.

Ben's brow furrows, imagining the charge on the VISA bill.

BEN
No way! They charge too much, and he
won't find anything wrong anyhow.

Amy raises an eyebrow as Ben sheepishly grabs his coffee
from the counter, kisses her and heads for the door.

INT. BEN'S OFFICE - DAY

Through glass walls, we see Ben reclined at his desk, bored 
mid-conference call.  A voice on speaker phone drones on and
on, his iPhone BEEPS.  It reads: ALERT! CURRENT TEMP: 35.

BEN
What the FUCK!?!

DRONING VOICE
(over speaker phone)

Ben?  Excuse me?

BEN
Sorry guys.
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Ben presses MUTE on the speaker phone, dials his iPhone.

INTERCUT with

INT. AMY & BEN'S LIVING ROOM - DAY

Amy is proudly looking at the thermostat, wearing a tank top
and shorts sipping from a hollowed-out pineapple drink.

AMY
(into phone)

Great news!  I fixed it.

BEN
(into phone)

You did?

Ben opens an app on his phone called THERMOTOUCH.  He pushes
the down arrow but the temp doesn't budge from 35.

AMY
You were right!  I didn't need to
call anyone.

BEN
Fuck!

DRONING VOICE
Ben?  You still with us?

AMY
Honey?

BEN
Still here.

But they can't hear him because he's still muted.

DRONING VOICE
Ben?

Ben unmutes his desk phone.

BEN
Yeah, I'm here.

He clicks NEW TEMP and enters 18.  No dice.  He gets an error:
INCORRECT PASSWORD.

BEN (CONT'D)
Shit!

DRONING VOICE
Ben, I'm muting you from my end. 
Please get your act together.
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AMY
(smiling)

What's wrong?

Ben is frantic, an error on the app says: ACCESS DENIED.

BEN
Nothing. I've gotta get back to work.

INT. LUCINDA'S OFFICE - DAY

LUCINDA (Amy's sister, mid-30s) is at her desk, listening in
on the same conference call as Ben.

LUCINDA
(into phone)

He's swearing like a sailor.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT.  AMY'S HOME OFFICE - DAY

Amy's still in a tank top and shorts.  Now also wearing a
wide-brimmed hat and sunglasses.  A humidifier hums nearby.

AMY
(into phone)

I know!

LUCINDA
Let me get this straight...he was
controlling the temperature in your
house from an app on his phone?

AMY
Well he's locked out now.  His
passwords are so predictable.  But I
still need to give him a taste of
his own medicine.

LUCINDA
Amy...

AMY
I hacked into the heating system and
isolated his office.  But I need
your help with one more thing.

Pull out to see Lucinda's office is beside Ben's.  Lucinda
gets up out of her chair, and walks into the hall, past Ben's
office, LOCKING his door from the outside.
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INT.  BEN'S OFFICE - DAY

Ben hears the click.  Lucinda smiles at him through the glass
wall as she walks past.  Ben gets up from his desk and puts
his hand on the doorknob.  Tries to turn it.  Locked.

INT. BEN'S OFFICE - DAY

Ben is hiding behind his desk.  Sweater and pants on the
ground.  He's in his boxers and his hair and his dirty t-
shirt are drenched in sweat.  The conference call drones on.

BEN
(into iPhone)

What are your terms?  I need you to
make this end.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. AMY'S HOME OFFICE - DAY

Amy is wearing a grass skirt and a bra made of coconuts as
she does the limbo. A string of coloured lights hangs over
her desk and Tiki music plays in the background.

AMY
(into phone)

Check your email.

Ben opens Amy's email.  It's a contract.  Ben reads it.

BEN
"I, Ben Myers, promise not to tamper
with the thermostat when I'm not at
home."  Well If Lucinda sees me in
this shirt, maybe I won't have a job
to go to anymore. Maybe I'll have to
start that consulting business I've
always talked about and we'll both
be home all day.

Amy's face registers panic when she hears this, and she's on
her feet, her coconut bra clanging together.

AMY
Don't move!  I'll be right there
with some clean clothes.

BEN
But they're all dirty, remember?

AMY
I'll buy new ones if I have to. 
Just stay put.
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